Primary Animal Life Cycles and Ecosystems – (Worksheet 1)

Animal Life Cycle Stages

Fill in the letter that matches each life cycle stage below to its correct definition.

1. Birth          ______          a. Animals get bigger
2. Growth         ______          b. Animals’ lives come to an end
3. Development    ______          c. Animals are born or hatch
4. Reproduction   ______          d. Animals change to adults
5. Death          ______          e. Animals produce young

Ecosystems

Fill in the letter that matches each life ecosystem below to its correct definition.

1. Desert          ______          a. Covered with grasses and flowing plants
2. Grasslands      ______          b. Cold and dry with few trees
3. Tundra          ______          c. Gets very little rain
4. Tropics         ______          d. Low lands that are covered with water part of the year
5. Wetlands        ______          e. Warm and rainy all year long
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